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TODAY’S CONVERSATION

What Does It Mean To Be a Mission – Driven Housing Developer / Landlord?

What are the benefits and drawbacks of separating the Roles of the Housing Provider & Support Services Provider?

How to Identify Housing Partners That Provide Housing that Supports Your Mission? Will Provide Housing that Meets Your Clients Needs?
Meet Gateway Housing First

**The Mission:**

To provide safe, affordable, supported housing for individuals with a wide range of disabilities, complex disorders and life situations who struggle to secure or maintain housing.
ONE-SIZE-FITS-ALL HOUSING DOES NOT WORK

AN DIVERSE ARRAY OF HOUSING IS REQUIRED TO SERVE THE NEEDS OF OUR DIVERSE COMMUNITY

HOUSING AND SERVICE DESIGN TO FIT THE NEEDS OF THE COMMUNITY HOUSED AND EVOLVE AS NEEDS CHANGE.
AFFORDABLE HOUSING IS AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT OF AN EFFECTIVE HEALTHCARE DELIVERY SYSTEM.
People Are Inherently Housing Ready

The threshold for services and housing should not be so high that the most disabled and most vulnerable cannot secure and maintain residency.
Housing Is A Human Right

All people have a right to choose where and how they live, including obtaining a lease in their own name with all the rights and responsibilities of tenancy.
Separating Housing & Services

- Allows for a stricter adherence to Housing First principles.
- Reduces conflicts of interest that can interfere with service engagement.
- Tenant / Client has an additional advocate / supports; particularly helpful if not yet enrolled or later discharged from services.
- Service provider and landlord can leverage natural tensions to the benefit of the tenant / client (Good Cop / Bad Cop).
- Requires give and take from all parties – much of the control rests with the tenant rather than the landlord or service provider.
# How to Approach A Housing Partnership

## Review and Understand Your Partner’s Tenant Selection Plan

- **Don’t assume your missions are compatible**
- **Understand the Deal – What is the Developer / Owner getting out of this partnership; What are they Committing to?**
- **Leverage what you bring to the table**
  - **Funding advantages**
  - **Steady Stream of qualifying tenants that benefit from service enrollment**
  - **Services that reduce evictions and other costly landlord tenant relations issues**
  - **Rental subsidies – guaranteed rents**
How to Approach A Housing Partnership

**Review and Understand Your Partner’s Tenant Selection Plan**

- **Required of all publicly funded housing owners (LIHTC and HUD funded)**
- **Will your typical client qualify under the plan?**
  - Evictions
  - Criminal Records
  - Credit Scores
  - Income Requirements (2.5 to 3 times income in rent)
  - Is the landlord willing to modify the plan to align with your mission / program offerings?